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Abstract. Information technology has been widely perceived as one of the supreme cat-
alysts to innovation. This owes to the fact that quantum computing known as Internet of
Things (IOT) has penetrated all aspects of human life. Countless innovations are sprung
from how society reacted towards daily problems. This paper aims to shed light on study
to create a systematic smart society environment for Business Incubator Service to en-
hance commercialization and sustainability of the small medium enterprise as proposed
by the software industry from business incubator tenants and the rise of its commercial-
ization process within higher education.
Keywords: IT governance, Business incubator, Technology transfer, Startup readiness
level

1. Introduction. Higher education, like any other aspects of human life, is not immune
to the penetration of information technology, in particular quantum computing known
as Internet of Things (IOT). The microcomputer devices known as smart phones are
currently the most widely used tool for mobile learning nowadays. Without innovation,
today’s technology can become obsolete tomorrow [1].

One of the media of learning that gains importance is co-working space. The growing
popularity of co-working space as an innovative medium of learning in the higher educa-
tion has led to the birth of Business Incubator Service. It serves a media for millennial
generation to utilize applied research technology, to increase technical skills and to serve
customers’ needs during the business process in society.

Business incubator encourages the development of national economy [2]. Hence, the de-
velopment of business incubator ecosystem should be organized and supported by govern-
ment and other relevant stakeholders such as chambers of commerce, external consultants,
university as well as venture capital teams. It should also be supported by performance
analysis indicators that are integrated systematically within business management mod-
el. Incubator model evolves significantly to achieve Incubator Service operator goals and
objectives through coordination and collaboration from multiple disciplines [3] as well as
integrated community based on performance indicator outcome [4]. The systematic and
integrated operation service as part of daily routine services to serve tenant incubator(s)
during the project running is designed to achieve business sustainability.
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Over the past decade the implementation of good governance has significantly altered
the development of business startup environment in higher education services. Acceler-
ating the growth of business startup demands better corporate governance. The perfor-
mance of Startup Company has shown a positive trend, and in some cases is aggressively
rising, in most if not all areas of industry. It requires a better management focus and also
disruptive innovation [5]. To date, there are some worth noting examples of disruptive
innovation launched by startup founders in all aspects of mobile applications to meet
innovation product to the market [6].
By applying the concepts of Entrepreneurship Academic Purposes Model (EAPM) with

Startup Readiness Level (SRL), this paper aims to shed light on the sustainability of start-
up business from tenant graduates after they pass incubator services at higher education.
This study also measures the startup to continue their business after 1 year launched.
In particular, this paper focuses on the implementation of EAPM and SRL into good
corporate governance in business incubator program with IT as a tool to measure the
following:

• To assess a multipurpose learning outcome model activity in technology based higher
education;

• To create Business Readiness Level in Business Incubator Service and Indicator as
well as key factor specifically component to be included during the tenant develop-
ment process in the incubator program;

• To increase service impact and improve tenants’ success after following the schema
process from the first year of study at Entrepreneur University.

There are several problems identified from tenant graduate at Business Incubator Ser-
vice in higher education. The following Table 1 shows intake tenant occupancy services
from 2015 to 2018 from private university that runs business incubator center in Indonesia.

Table 1. Tenant intake result from university incubator service

Campus
Area

Intake #Startup
Tenant Graduate

(Continue)
Successful rate in
total by percentage

Area 1 2015.1 19 0

43.1%

2015.2 12 3
2016.1 87

17
Area 2 2016.2 23

Combine Area 2017.1 115
34

Area 1 2017.2 71
Area 2 2018.1 40 5

2018.2 120 37

The table shows that after 1 year graduated, the sustainability of business is limited.
The proposed model increases the sustainability of graduate from low level to high impact
business within the proper industry. This paper highlights a comparative study between
Business Incubator Service in industry and Business Incubator Service in higher education
institution in Jakarta, Indonesia. The remainder of this paper is constructed as follows:
theoretical background that introduces concepts namely business incubator and indica-
tors, IT governance and mechanism and smart city environment, followed by explanation
on research methodology, analysis on the findings of the study and conclusion.

2. Theoretical Background.

2.1. Definition of business incubator. Business incubators allow startups to access
a variety of resources and services intended to accelerate their unique prototype. The
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business incubator center enables to assist new venture creations [7] to be more successful
when they receive technical business assistance from the networks as they are able to
enhance their business performance and nurture to essential e-services [7]. The objectives
of business incubator program, inter alia, are to reduce unemployment rate in the countries
through job creation, to connect tenant applicant to network society and to get financial
access.

Business Incubator Service is considered a progressive program to achieve tenant ob-
jectives and goals to deliver high impact of service as new startups company [8,9]. In an
early stage, the tenants of the incubator receive a myriad of services such as a spacious
co-working space, mentoring, networking, coaching as well as demo day to proper venture
capital [10]. Figure 1 shows a relationship between tenant and company as an investor.

Figure 1. Relation scheme of the university incubator service

2.2. Business incubator performance. The need to improve business incubator per-
formance on the one hand and to achieve tenant satisfaction index on the other hand,
complicates the business incubator management task operationally. How to gain those
two goals of business incubator performance requires tenant graduate participation. Con-
tributing factors of tenant graduate performance in a successful small business’ venture
are diverse in nature [11]. Gauge tenant survival not only to rely on process but also on
the personal factor since there is no single agreed definition of success.

2.3. Information technology governance definition. Information technology gover-
nance refers to professional organizational capacity conducted by the board members,
governing body and also Information Technology Management (ITM) to direct the pro-
cedure and implementation of IT strategy to deliver the visual perception of business and
IT strategy [9].

IT startup runs a small enterprise that involves good governance service mechanism,
business pattern, business model and IT reporting system.
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2.4. Information technology government mechanism. Tenant Startup Incubator
should follow a scheme of IT governance implementation that lies in a set of practices
namely structures, processes and forms of relationships mechanisms of integration [12].
The organization corresponding to tenant’s company unit carries out responsibility of
decision making, creation of committee and strategic position inside the company. The
structure mechanisms shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Startup interaction ITGM model

IT governance performance and implementation can be different from one country to
another. The ability of company’s team to meet objective goals set by the board members
to formulate and implement good governance mechanism of IT strategy as well as to verify
the management of business and IT alignment [13] is varied.

2.5. Definition of smart society environment. The contextual definition of smart
society environment consists of some elements such as terminology, boundaries, scope
and also component which is summed up as follows [14]:

• Smart society made by lands, citizens, technology and governance [15],
• Smart society could have a bigger boundary from urban dimension of single city into
a region or network of the city towards national and of global dimension,

• It is well-defined, well-managed, with measurable goals, environment sustainability,
the creation of smart intellectual capital and, citizen participating,

• It is called smart because it is intelligent, inclusive, sustainable, digitally wired and
democratic.

As a comprehensive definition of smart city implementation needs a huge geographical
zone with high implementation of technology usefulness such as ICT, energy production,
logistic controlled, it creates benefit for citizens in terms of their wellbeing and inclusive
participation as it is a well-defined society. Hence, the development of rules and policies
as well as system for the city government needs proper attention from the people within
the society [16]. In short, by the definition, smart city is merely not about the benefit
of IT, but the connectivity between stakeholders by using IT as a tool to connect and to
enhance human life.

3. Methodology. This research employs an extensive literature review and utilizes abo-
ve-mentioned conceptual framework [11]. It investigates the dissimilarities between incu-
bator service in higher education and regular Business Incubator Services in industry. In
general, incubator services technology based on industry follows the scheme and direction
of regional development. There are several concepts as follows.
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3.1. Cluster concept. The multifariousness of constellate lookout on regional economic
development, such as a triple helix culture concept which supports the economic and
social growth in developing economic growth such as in Brazil [11] is one of the well-
documented examples of how the concept is effectively implemented. Another example
of cluster concept for instance, is implemented in several private universities in Jakarta,
Indonesia.

3.2. Regional concept. The regional system concept refers to business process, disrup-
tive innovation, activities of creating, developing and commercialization of innovation as
well as system. The whole system in society includes business organization that involves in
the innovation process. All innovation processes are jointly-operated in a highly efficiency
manner.

3.3. Technology concept. The technology concept is often described as a type of clus-
ter city that implements technology in the society. For instance, all dimensions of busi-
ness type with multiple customers and suppliers, such as government as a regulator and
research institution or research technology transfer office within university. The type
identifies regulatory agency and educational assistance to the business.

3.4. Incubator and regional development concept. Incubator regional development
concept refers to assist implementation of all innovation processes from tenant’s activities
of creating, developing and commercialization as whole of system. The system comprises
business organization directly involved to support the establishment of the company [17].
Once the tenant graduate is graduated from the incubation process, the company in return
shall open new business and also new opportunity in the society. Moreover, further process
should continue and be connected to the society as it becomes a networking partner or
else whereas continuing improvement services directed by the management.

3.5. Assessment concept of methodology. Higher education is a part of ecosystem
which creates future generation to continuing business legacy [18]. Business incubator
process lifecycle in higher education needs to be systemized due to high demand of new
innovation program; proposed better performance indicator level after 3 years operational;
and also needs to be evaluated for opening room of improvement. This concept is described
as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Business incubator program lifecycle
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On the other hand, Business Incubator Service in higher education should follow aca-
demic process delivery. In order to meet government’s objective and university’s goal to
deliver quality graduates [19], higher education should elaborate the content of learning
process under the scheme of Entrepreneurship Academic Purposes Model (EAPM). The
EAPM of incubation process in higher education consists of three critical main concepts
as follows:

• The development state of the company using technology as business architecture,
• The company maturity of which Startup Company is able to conduct the business
immediately,

• To meet sustainable business as a part of people development to support govern-
ment’s goals.

The objective goal is to increase scalability for the tenant graduate within short time
period of evaluation. In higher education, the program derives two steps of enrolment for
35 majors and faculties conducting operational model as seen as diagram in Figure 4.

Figure 4. The higher education model proposed for incubation process
for sustainable outcome

Thus, business incubator startup readiness level is the part of model proposed to meet
business incubator model in higher education.
The business readiness level consists of nine level steps of goal to be implemented from

business incubator system in higher education. The level of readiness concept is the
following:

• Conceptual articulation
• Technology and application described
• Laboratory studies and analysis
• Limited capability prototype validation in laboratory
• Full capability prototype validation in laboratory
• Prototype validation in relevant environment
• Actual system validation in a relevant environment
• Initial production and rollout
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• Full production mode

Startup Readiness Level definition in higher education service managed by business
incubator centre is shown in Table 2.

Combining Entrepreneurship Academic Purposes Model (EAPM) with Startup Readi-
ness Level (SRL) and applying them in the university, the entrepreneur’s startup from
university becomes systematically crafted. In doing so, the university can marshal en-
trepreneurship with science and education.

Table 2. Startup Readiness Level

Definition Level Startup Readiness Level
Lowest level of readiness where the inten-
tion surfaces to translate an idea into a
business venture.

1 Inventor (or team) with a dream/
idea

Once the basic ideas have been formulat-
ed, they are elaborated on paper in stud-
ies and analyses on the business opportu-
nity.

2
Paper studies and business analy-
sis produced (analyzed idea)

Active research and development are ini-
tiated, including analytical/laboratory s-
tudies to validate predictions regarding
the market, the competition and the tech-
nology.

3
Capability for conducting busi-
ness experimentation (validated
idea)

Basic technological and business compo-
nents are developed to encourage tenant
to work together; an initial business plan
is available.

4
Capability to work limited-scope
R&D programs with project teams
(prototype)

The basic technological and business
components are integrated with reason-
ably realistic supporting elements. The
business plan is sound and credible, but
still needs to be validated against the fi-
nal product characteristics.

5

Capability to support project en-
gineering development and de-
sign/customer & partner valida-
tion (validated prototype)

A representative prototype system is test-
ed in a relevant environment. The busi-
ness team is still incomplete and the ven-
ture not yet ready for commercialization.
A full business plan including market, op-
erational, technological and financial as-
pects is available.

6

Capability to support develop-
ment and design with a market-
driven business team (product,
no revenue)

The business can run on a limited scale.
The full team is in place.

7
Capability to support limited pro-
duction/full business team (prod-
uct, limited revenue)

The technology has been proven to work
and the venture structure has proven to
be able to support growing market shares.

8
Capability to transition to full pro-
duction and distribution
(product & revenue)

The offering incorporating the new tech-
nology has been used in operational con-
ditions and the business is running with
a growing market share.

9
Fully articulated business with ap-
propriate infrastructure/staffing
(growing market share)
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4. Result and Discussion. The main objective of this paper is to conduct a proposed
model of IT governance of Business Incubator Services in smart society environment by
combining Entrepreneurship Academic Purposes Model (EAPM) with Startup Readiness
Level (SRL) and applying them into university. By so doing, the study endeavors to
attain solid ground for university to create entrepreneurs.
In the process, during 2015 to 2018 from the total of tenant successful rate, student

to become entrepreneurs is 43.1% from 487 tenants and it accounts for around 209 ten-
ants. These tenant successful rate which is below 50% trigger the student settlement
as entrepreneurs for their major career. Most of the students have sufficient knowledge
and good prototype products, but lack the ability to sell the products. It proves to be a
challenging issue for university to address.
Analyzing the practice of entrepreneurship in the university for the said period, those

two issues have become a stumbling block to increase more amounts of startups. Nev-
ertheless, the students’ idea and passion solely are not enough to fuel the entrepreneur’s
spirit to run the startup. The students have difficulty facing reality that running business
is a risk taker and they must risk their financial status into their startup.
In all, all candidates were proposed to use model learning as a tool for business readiness,

and the level matrix compliances to business incubator was used to measure the student in
creating Startup Company. Therefore, before the students enter incubator program, key
entrepreneurship values must be taught such as creative thinking and entrepreneurship
concepts. Thus, students are equipped with sufficient knowledge, and hence, set goals to
achieve during the program, which is creating Startup Company.

5. Conclusions. The interaction between business incubator program and tenants is
often referred to as process development business startup inside business incubator. The
Higher Education Management should have a systematic model [20] to achieve objectives
and targets that correspond to government’s policy to increase entrepreneurs who will
become key pillar of national economy. However, this is a long road to journey. In practice,
many issues need to be addressed, including fundamental issues such as entrepreneurs as
a chosen career. One of the determining factors that contributed to successful rate of the
students creating startup below 50% is because students refused to choose entrepreneurs
as their career choice. In this regard, new approaches need to be formulated within
teaching learning process.
To change the mindset of students to become entrepreneurs by creating their own

Startup Company needs strong ecosystem to build that enable them to do so. Deep
interaction amongst business practitioner, academician, and government within learning
process in the university, could create new culture and new mindset for students. With a
strong business ecosystem and blending it into higher education curriculum, the successful
startup will be increased.
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